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Disclaimer
The information contained in these slides and this presentation is being supplied to you by Europa Oil & Gas plc on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries (together “the
Company”) solely for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part to any other person. This document has not been approved by
a person authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) ("FSMA") for the purposes of section 21 FSMA and therefore these slides and
this presentation is being delivered and made only to a limited number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional experience in matters
relating to investments and who fall within the category of person set out in Article 19 of the FSMA (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or are high net
worth persons within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it. By accepting the slides and attending this presentation
and not immediately returning the slides, the recipient represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to
receive the slides and attend the presentation.
These slides and this presentation do not constitute, or form part of, a prospectus relating to the Company nor do they constitute or contain any invitation or offer to
any person to underwrite, subscribe for, otherwise acquire, or dispose of any shares in the Company or advise persons to do so in any jurisdiction, nor shall they, or
any part of them, form the basis of or be relied on in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. Recipients of these slides and/or persons
attending this presentation who are considering a purchase of ordinary shares in the Company are reminded that any such purchase must be made solely on the
basis of the information that the Company has officially released into the public domain.
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in these slides and this presentation are accurate and the forecasts, opinions and
expectations contained in these slides and this presentation are fair and reasonable, the information contained in this document has not been independently verified
and accordingly no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information or opinions contained in
these slides or this presentation and no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained in these slides and this
presentation. Some of the statements are the opinions of the directors of the Company. None of the Company, its shareholders or any of their respective advisers,
parents or subsidiaries nor any of their respective directors, officers or employees or agents (including those of their parents or subsidiaries) accepts any liability or
responsibility for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of these slides or this presentation or their contents.
These slides and this presentation do not constitute a recommendation regarding the shares of the Company nor should the slides or the presentation be considered
as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. Recipients of these slides and this
presentation should conduct their own investigation, evaluation and analysis of the business, data and property described therein. If you are in any doubt about the
information contained in these slides or this presentation, you should contact a person authorised by the Financial Services Authority who specialises in advising on
securities of the kind described in these slides and presentation.
Certain statements within this presentation constitute forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements involve risks and other factors which may cause
the actual results, achievements or performance expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks and other factors include, but are not limited
to, general economic and business conditions, changes in government regulations, currency fluctuations, the oil price, the Company's ability to recover its reserves or
develop new reserves, competition, changes in development plans and other risks.
There can be no assurance that the results and events contemplated by the forward looking statements contained in this presentation will, in fact, occur. These
forward-looking statements are correct or represent honestly held views only as at the date of delivery of this presentation.
The Company will not undertake any obligation to release publicly any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events, circumstances and
unanticipated events occurring after the date of this presentation except as required by law or by regulatory authority.
By accepting these slides and/or attending this presentation, you agree to be bound by the provisions and the limitations set out in this disclaimer. You agree to
keep permanently confidential the information contained in these slides or this presentation or made available in connection with further enquiries to the extent
such information is not made publicly available (otherwise through a breach by you of this provision).
Neither the slides nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United
States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United
States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose
of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or
invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may
be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to
comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
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Europa Oil & Gas plc is an AIM
listed oil and gas exploration and
production company with a
significant portfolio of multi-stage
hydrocarbon assets focussed on
the UK, France, Romania and the
Irish Atlantic Margin
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Overview



AIM listed oil and gas exploration and production company



Focussed on the UK, France, Romania and the Irish Atlantic Margin



Balanced portfolio of multi stage assets including production
 Producing assets in UK generating approximately £4m in annual sales
 Highly prospective exploration assets including potential company making French gas
field
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Defined exploration plan - up to 5 wells to be drilled in 2012 in UK and Romania



Profitable in 3 of the last 4 years at EBIDTA level



Highly experienced management team - proven track record of generating value
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Board of Directors
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Hugh Mackay
CEO

Hugh Mackay, a geologist, joined Europa in 2011. He has a wealth of experience in the oil and gas sector, including eight years
at BP in a variety of roles in the UK, the Oman and Egypt, then at Enterprise Oil in leadership roles, culminating as head of the SE
Asia division. Hugh sold the Peak Group to AGR ASA for $50 million and founded Avannaa Resources, a leading mineral
exploration company in Greenland. Hugh has a BSc in Geology from the University of Edinburgh and a Sloan MSc in
Management from London Business School.

Phil Greenhalgh
Financial Director

Phil Greenhalgh graduated from Imperial College with a BEng in chemical engineering and subsequently became a member of
the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants. He began his financial career as Financial Controller with Kelco
International, a subsidiary of Merck & Co. He moved to Monsanto plc where he was Finance Director for UK, Eire and Western
Sector before becoming Finance Director with Pharmacia Ltd, a UK subsidiary company of Pharmacia formed from the merger of
Monsanto and Pharmacia & Upjohn with sales of £276m. He moved to Whatman plc, a FTSE 250 company, where he had
extensive dealings with the City of London, lead the financing of a €50m company acquisition and oversaw a substantial share
price recovery and was a key member of the Whatman turnaround and acquisition strategy leading to £300 million sale to GE.
He has been with Europa since 2008, raising £9.8 million.

Bill Adamson OBE
Non-Executive
Chairman

Bill Adamson, a Chartered Engineer, has had a longstanding career in the energy industry with BG Group Plc managing all
aspects of large gas businesses including CNG, power generation, joint venture management, corporate governance and risk
and safety management. He was the Chairman and CEO of MetroGas S.A., Argentina's post-privatisation leading gas utility, Vice
President and General Manager of BG Group's UK Downstream and most recently Managing Director BG India where he
managed a portfolio of Upstream and Downstream businesses. He was also Chairman of Composite Energy which was sold to
Dart for $48 million. Bill holds an Honours Degree in Gas Engineering from the University of Salford.

William Ahlefeldt
Non-Executive
Director

William Ahlefeldt helped take Europa Oil and Gas onto AIM and is its largest shareholder. He started his career at Maersk as a
petroleum engineer followed, in 1987, by IPEC, a London based consultancy company, where he was responsible for field
reserves estimations. In 1990, he became an independent consultant, undertaking field and portfolio evaluations for
acquisitions and field development work on a range of projects in the North Sea, former Soviet Union and Middle East. William
has been a non executive director of Europa since its float in 2004. He is also the founder of IFX Infoforex. William has continued
to be active in petroleum engineering consulting doing portfolio evaluations and project management in the Middle East.

Roderick Corrie
Non-Executive
Director

Roderick Corrie is a graduate of Cambridge University, an Associate of the Chartered Institute of Banking and a Member of the
Securities Institute. He is a strategic adviser and financier with a variety of companies. Holds or has held executive or nonexecutive roles in corporate finance, strategic advice, financial services, health, property, mineral exploration, investment and
manufacturing companies. Previously held senior positions in the banking industry. Roderick Corrie is also the CFO of Lydian
International, a $250 million gold exploration company.
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Key Data

Share Price

6.875p

Market

AIM

Ticker

EOG

Market
Capitalisation

9.34 million

Ordinary
Shares in Issue

137,855,504

New CEO Options Package
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5,000,000 ordinary shares @13p
(share options vest in 5 equal
tranches at/above 25p, 35p, 45p,
50p & 60p)

Strategy
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Actively manage the portfolio to create a balanced combination of producing,
development and exploration projects aimed at delivering consistent value



Progress existing exploration portfolio through the development cycle using
robust technical analysis to de-risk projects



Implement drill, drop, divest, dilute decisions



Maintain and augment existing production levels



Look to acquire complementary assets – by ground floor, farm-in, acquisition



Focus on Europe, North Africa, Mediterranean
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Portfolio
“Broad spread of prospects in recognised hydrocarbon systems”

The Irish
Atlantic
Margin
East Midlands Oilfields
and Exploration
Weald Basin
Exploration
Aquitaine
Basin
Appraisal and
Exploration
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Romanian
Carpathian
Exploration

Portfolio of Assets
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Asset

Country

Working Interest

Stage

West Firsby

UK

100%

Production

Crosby Warren

UK

100%

Production

Whisby

UK

65%

Production

Berenx, Bearn des Gaves Licence

France

100%

Appraisal

Jacques, Tarbes Val d’Adour Licence

France

100%

Appraisal

Osmets, Tarbes Val d’Adour Licence

France

100%

Appraisal

Broughton, PEDL 182 Licence

UK

33.3%

Appraisal

Voitinel, Brodina Licence

Romania

28.75%

Appraisal

Holmwood, PEDL 143 Licence

UK

40%

Prospect

Wressle, PEDL 180 Licence

UK

33.3%

Prospect

Hykeham, PEDL 150 Licence

UK

75%

Prospect

Solca, Brodina Licence

Romania

28.75%

Prospect

Barchiz, Brates Licence

Romania

100%

Prospect

Cuejdiu, Cuejdiu Licence

Romania

17.5%

Lead

Val Mare, Bacau Licence

Romania

19%

Lead

Irish Atlantic Margin

Offshore Ireland

100%

Lead
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Production Onshore UK
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Focussed on UK - East Midlands: Crosby
Warren, West Firsby, Whisby



Producing approximately 200 boepd –
expected to remain stable at current levels



Revenues cover corporate overheads



Current estimate of 1.7mmbo P50 reserves



Ongoing reservoir engineering study to
define future work on producing assets



In situ value of £6 per barrel



Production commenced in 1991 at West
Firsby and 1987 at Crosby Warren
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Exploration – Berenx, France: The Company
Maker?
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100% interest in Berenx gas field,
France located in proven play



Fractured carbonate reservoir, hot
and sour, similar to nearby Lacq
(9TCF) and Meillon (5TCF) fields



Low
geological
risk
although
potentially technically challenging



Close to infrastructure for processing
H2S



Currently mapped with up to 2TCF gas
in place and 1.7 TCF recoverable $2.2bn unrisked in place (estimated
NPV of $8boe)
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occurredProject:
in the equivalent
limestone to the Lacq Field (9TCF, 20km East). The ensuing well test only tested the matrix
and flowed
Berenx Prospect
Location:
Bearnsubdes Gaves Licence, France
commercial gas. The forward programme is to test the fracture system, which will require a new well, following additional 3D seismic
Description: Berenx is a deep gas prospect, tested in the early 1970's by two wells. Over 500m of gas shows, including strong gas kicks,
acquisition.
The Prospect is thought to hold up to 2.2TCF of gas.
occurred in the equivalent limestone to the Lacq Field (9TCF, 20km East). The ensuing well test only tested the matrix and flowed sub-

Berenx:Reserves
A Deep
Gas Prospect
Summary
Map

commercial gas. The forward programme is to test the fracture system, which will require a new well, following additional 3D seismic
acquisition. The Prospect is thought to hold up to 2.2TCF of gas.



ReservesbcfSummary
Deterministic Rec Reserves
Low
Med
High
Deterministic
Rec Reserves
bcf
Tested
in
the
early
1970s
Berenx
437
1764
4253

wells



Berenx

Low
437

Med
1764

Map

by 2
High
4253

Monte Carlo Rec Reserves
bcf
OverMonte500m
of
gas
shows
in
Berenx-1,2
Carlo Rec
bcf
P90Reserves
P50
P10
Berenx-1,2
wells
equivalent
limestone
as Lacq
P90
P50
P10
Berenx
1225
1715
2289
wells
Berenx East(9TCF)
1225
1715
2289
field 20km
- strong
gas kicks

Eastern part of
Berenx feature at
Top Kimmeridgian. Eastern part of
Block faulting in Berenx feature at
Top Kimmeridgian.
the sub-thrust. Block faulting in
Further 3D
the sub-thrust.
required to the Further 3D
west of Berenx required to the
wells to map the west of Berenx
western extent. wells to map the
western extent.

Section SW-NE across

Section SW-NE across
Berenx Fault Block.
Berenx Fault Block.Dark blue horizon is
Dark blue horizon isnear-base Cretaceous
target.
near-base Cretaceous
Overlain by thrusted
target.
Mesozoic-Eocene
Overlain by thrusted
sequences.
Mesozoic-Eocene
sequences.
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Berenx: Future Development
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Technical review in progress - farmout package to be prepared by Q4
2011



Seismic permitting in progress for 60
sq km 3-D survey - scheduled for Q1
2012



Identify drillable prospect by Q3 2012
for drilling in 2013, targeting fractures



Licence being renewed for 3 year
term from March 2012
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UK Exploration – Wressle Prospect
PEDL 180/182 HUMBER BASIN
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Wressle prospect located in the East
Midlands Petroleum Province



Gross recoverable resources 3.9mmbo



33.3% Europa Working Interest
(Egdon Resources 33.3% & Celtique
33.3%)



52 sq km 3D seismic acquisition Jan
2012 (£800K)



Drilling targeted for H2 2012
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UK Exploration – Holmwood Prospect
PEDL 143 WEALD BASIN
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5 sq km Holmwood Prospect in the
Weald Basin, Surrey



Jurassic carbonate and sandstone
project



Gross recoverable resources up to
22mmbo



Low geological risk



40% Europa Working Interest (Egdon
Resources 38.4%, Altwood Petroleum
1.6%, Warwick Energy 20%)



Planning appeal to be submitted
imminently
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Romanian Exploration
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Proven producing region



Romanian Carpathians – c.5 billion barrels produced from the Oligocene sourced
play to date



Multiple play types in both the allochthon and autochthon



Primary reservoirs of Oligocene to Miocene age, others in Mesozoic



Source from Olig-Cret allochthon or Jurassic autochthon



Excellent infrastructure



Low cost of drilling
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Romanian Exploration Assets
Core asset base – 260,000 net acres
Brodina (28.75% WI)
Result of Horodnic-1 well on Voitinel/Solca
trend being assessed to mature prospect
for a H2 2012 well

Cuejdiu (17.5% WI)
2-D seismic acquisition in progress to
mature prospect for H2 2012 well
Brates (100%WI)
Barchiz farmout under negotiation with
potential partner for a 2012 well. Up to
30 mmbo potential resources
Bacau (19%WI)
Interpretation ongoing
prospect for H2 2012 well
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to

mature

Exploration: The Irish Atlantic Margin


Viable petroleum system - previous discoveries of Connemara, Spanish Point,
Burren



Two exploration Licencing Options covering two four-block parcels on the margins
of the Porcupine Basin - total area approximately 2,000 sq km



Quads 43 and 54, are situated in water depths of 700-2,000m



Potential for large stratigraphic traps in Cretaceous and younger submarine fan
systems - similar to those that have been highly successful elsewhere along the
Atlantic Margins



Licensing Options involve modest work programmes over a two year period option to convert into 15 year Frontier Exploration Licence to undertake seismic
and drilling operations



Priority for 2012 - plan to purchase seismic data, prove up and farm down
“Potential high impact blocks, low initial expenditure”
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The Irish Atlantic Margin
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The Irish Atlantic Margin
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Risk vs Value
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Risked Value Growth

Source: Broker Valuation Nov 2011
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NAV p/share
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Source: Broker Valuation Nov 2011

2012 Highly Active
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Acquire and interpret 3-D seismic on Berenx prospect, France - launch farm-out
for 2013 well



Drill Wressle exploration well in UK and potential wells in Brates, Bacau, Brodina
and Cuejdiu licences in Romania



Purchase seismic data on Irish Atlantic Margin blocks, build prospectivity and
launch farm-out



Support UK Holmwood PEDL 143 planning appeal, success would lead to a well in
2013



Launch farm-out of Tarbes Val d’Adour licence in France containing the Jacques
and Osmets oil fields



Complete review of inshore UK UCG licences and launch farm-out
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Timeline
2011
Licence

Prospect

PEDL 143

Holmwood

PEDL 180/182

Wressle

IAM 11/7, 11/8

lead

Bearn des Gaves

Berenx

Cuejdiu

Cuejdiu

Brodina

Solca

Bacau

Valea Mare

Brates

Barchiz

2012

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

well
seismic
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2013
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Farm out

The Value Case
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UK producing assets with estimated
P50 reserves of 1.7mmbo



In situ value estimated to be £6 per
barrel



Estimated value of UK production
assets £10 million



Current market cap £10 million



Exploration portfolio not included in
value
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Investment Summary
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Combination of stable production and highly prospective exploration portfolio



Defined development strategy including potential to drill up to 5 wells in 2012



High impact news flow expected



Value of producing assets supports current share price



Exploration portfolio not reflected in share price



Proven world class management team



New CEO with aggressive options package – major vote of confidence



Introduction of disciplined, process driven, approach to portfolio and risk
management
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Appendix
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Crosby Warren – UK Production
Note: Reservoir pressure has
declined very rapidly initially
until gas breakout in the
reservoir as expected.
Since 1995 there has been a
slight element of re-pressuring,
mainly due to reduced fluid offtake between 1995-2001 and
aquifer influx.
Differentials
in
pressure
between CW2 / CW3 and CW1
are to be expected given
potential gradient over the
reservoir developed by CW1
“sink” and active aquifer support
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Pressure response suggests no barriers to flow between CW1/ CW2 / CW3
CW1 well production potential has declined from post frac 0.44 bbl/d/psi to 0.25 bbl/d/psi
over 5 years. Since then (until May 2007) it has remained remarkably stable (considering
multi-phase flow effects of gas and water production) suggesting no deterioration in near
wellbore and completion flow efficiency since the original frac job
Pressure test Nov 2011
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Profitable in 3 of the last 4 years
£,000

Year to 31 July 11

Year to 31 July 10

Year to 31 July 09

Year to 31 July 08

167

178

213

243

3,766

3,091

2,936

4,418

(2,216)

(1,836)

(1,694)

(1,548)

(425)

(1,008)
(1,012)

(297)
-

(1)
-

(2,641)

(3,856)

(1,991)

(1,549)

Gross Profit

1,125

(765)

945

2,869

Administrative Expenses

(646)

(709)

(498)

(376)

1

37

224

12

(189)

(262)

(248)

(451)

291

(1,699)

423

2,054

Tax

(523)

(263)

(356)

(1,609)

Profit After Tax

(232)

(1,962)

67

445

(0.22p)

(2.60p)

0.11p

0.71p

Production, bopd
Revenue
Cost of Sales
Exploration Write offs
Impairment
Total Cost of Sales

Finance Income
Finance Costs
Profit (Loss) before Tax

Basic Earnings (loss) per
Share

Excludes discontinued operations
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For further information contact:
Europa Oil & Gas PLC
11, The Chambers
Vineyard
Abingdon
OX14 3PX
UK

Telephone +44 1235 553 266
mail@europaoil.com
www.europaoil.com
Frank Buhagiar/Lottie Brocklehurst/Hugo de Salis
St Brides Media & Finance Ltd
Telephone +44 20 7236 1177
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